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ABSTRACT 

 In ad hoc network, each node is equipped with a wireless transmitter and receiver (transceiver) that is 

powered by a battery. Two nodes willing to communicate with each other need to be either in the direct 

common range of each other or should be helped by other nodes to act as routers forwarding their 

packets. A node in a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) acts as dual role of a host and a router as well. 

Designing routing algorithm for MANET is a difficult job compared to designing routing algorithm for 

wired networks. The important challenges in routing in MANET are due to same intrinsic characteristic 

of MANET, like limited battery power, highly dynamic nature of network topology, limited bandwidth, 

asymmetric links, scalability, mobility of nodes etc. In this paper, we analyzed DVR based routing 

protocols aiming to find suitable path through special neighbours between hops in MANET.  This paper 

classified various routing protocols based on DVR for MANET and compared on the characteristics 

(routing metrics), performance and complexity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a form of wireless ad hoc network, and is a self-

configuring network of mobile devices connected by any quantity of wireless links. One of the 

major fundamental problems in mobile ad hoc networks is routing. An ad hoc network is a peer-

to-peer mobile network consisting of large number of mobile nodes MANET is different from 

the classic networks in the character such as node mobility, limited bandwidth and the frequent 

change of the network topology. It is IP based, nodes have to be configured with a free IP 

address to receive unicast message. Every device in a MANET is also a router because it is 

required to forward traffic unrelated to its own use. Each MANET device is free to move 

independently, in any arbitrary direction, and thus each device will potentially change its links 

to other devices on a regular basis. The main challenge to setup a MANET is that each device 

has to maintain the information required to route traffic properly. Ad hoc network is used 

because it is easy and fast to deploy, and less dependent on infrastructure to overcome the hectic 

and error prone manual intervention of the network manager.  Designing a routing protocol for 

MANET has several difficulties. Firstly, MANET has a dynamically changing topology as the 

nodes are mobile. This behaviour favours routing protocols that dynamically discover routes 

(e.g. Dynamic Source Routing [1], TORA [2], Associativity Based Routing (ABR) [3] etc.) over 

conventional distance vector routing protocols (DVR) [2]. Secondly, the fact that MANET lacks 
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any structure and thus makes IP subnetting inefficient. Thirdly, limitation of battery power and 

power depletion of nodes due to large no of message passed during cluster formation. Links in 

mobile networks could be asymmetric at times. If a routing protocol relies only on bi-directional 

links, the size and connectivity of the network may be severely limited; in other words, a 

protocol that makes use of unidirectional links can significantly reduce network partitions and 

improve routing performance. 

 

1.1 MANET applications and Challenges:  

The primary application of the MANET is in battle field, disaster recovery, reuse operation, 

natural calamity, fast traffic information delivery on highways, network extension, local 

interconnection network, ubiquitous computing, sensor network, urban sensing, vehicular 

networking, home and enterprise networking, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Private 

Area Network (PAN), health monitoring, tracking application, monitoring the aquatic 

environment, localization application,   law enforcement, emergency service, educational 

application, conference/meeting/lectures, wildlife monitoring, intelligent home applications,   

urban areas, ubiquitous Internet access, delivery of location-wise information/service, 

entertainment, multiuser games, robotic pets  and etc. However, a slight variation, namely 

wireless sensor networks (WSN) [4], Vehicle Ad hoc Networks (VANET) which are ad hoc in 

nature, do possess wide applicability in the modern electronics world. Routing in such ad hoc 

networks possess a vital role in transmission of messages for what they are intended to. Routing 

is the heart of a network and optimality and reliability are the keen requirements for the success 

of such a routing protocol. 

The important challenges in routing in MANETs are due to same intrinsic characteristic of 

MANETs, like limited battery power, highly dynamic nature of network topology, limited 

bandwidth, asymmetric links, scalability, mobility of nodes etc. 

 Recent challenges for ad hoc wireless networks comprise:  

• Multicast [5] 

• QoS support 

• Power-aware routing [6] 

• Location-aided routing [7] 

Multicast is appropriate to support cooperative /multiparty wireless communications. The 

multicast tree is highly dynamic in nature (i.e., its topology is subject to change over time), 

the multicast routing protocol must be able to handle with mobility, including multicast 

membership dynamics (e.g., join and leave). In case of QoS, it is insufficient to consider QoS 

simply at the network level without considering the underlying MAC layer [8]. Again, as 

nodes are dynamic in nature, the problems associated with the hidden station, and 

inconsistent link characteristics, supporting end-to-end QoS is a nontrivial issue that involves 

in-depth analysis and research. In recent years, there is a trend toward an adaptive QoS 

approach as a substitute of the “plain” resource reservation method with hard QoS 

guarantees. An additional important factor is the limited power source in handheld nodes, 

which can seriously forbid packet forwarding in an ad hoc mobile environment. Therefore, 

routing traffic based on nodes’ power metrics is one way to differentiate routes that are more 

prolonged than others. Finally, as a substitute of using beacon or broadcast search Location-

Aided Routing (LAR) uses positioning information to define associated regions at the routing 

is spatially concerned with. This is comparable to associativity-oriented and restricted 

broadcast in Associativity Based Routing (ABR). 
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2. BACKGROUND DETAILS 

The conventional routing protocols, though simple and easier to implement, face some 

problems in MANETs due to highly dynamic nature of the nodes and limited bandwidth 

available for communication. Many routing protocols, based on different conventional 

routing protocols, have been proposed for MANET so far, each one claiming to offer some 

advantages over the other. But, in general, there are some common desirable properties that 

any routing protocol for an ad hoc network should possess. These are as follows: 

 

• Loop free: Presence of loops in the path from the source to the destination result in to 

inefficient routing. In the worst-case situation, the packets may keep traversing the 

loop indefinitely and never reach their destination. 

• Distributed control: In a centralized routing scheme, one node stores all the topological 

information and makes all routing decisions; therefore, it is neither robust, nor scalable. 

• Minimal control overhead: The routing protocols should not unnecessarily transmit the 

control packet; which reduces the power of the batteries in the nodes, leading to 

shorten the life of network. 

• Unidirectional link support: Unidirectional links vary frequently in ad hoc networks 

creating misunderstandings between the nodes about the reachability between them 

and leads to packet drops. 

• Localized reaction to topological changes: Topological changes in one part of the 

network should lead to minimal changes in routing strategy in other distant parts of the 

network. This will keep the routing update overheads in check and make the algorithm 

scalable. 

• Multiplicity of routes: Even if node mobility results in disruption of some routes, other 

routes should be available for packet delivery. 

• Power efficient: A routing protocol should be power efficient. That is, the protocol 

should distribute the load; otherwise shut-off nodes may cause partitioned topologies 

that may result in inaccessible routes. 

• Secure: A routing protocol should be secured. We need authentication for 

communicating nodes, non-repudiation and encryption for private networking to avoid 

routing deceptions. 

• QoS aware: A routing protocol should also be aware of Quality of Service. It should 

know about the delay and throughput for a source destination pair, and must be able to 

verify its longevity so that a real-time application may rely on it. 

 

2.1. MANET Routing Protocols: Taxonomy 

A large number of different routing protocols for MANETs are either in use or have been 

suggested in the literature. Figure 1, below shows the names of many of them. These routing 

protocols can be classified on the basis of, what routing information is exchanged; when and 

how the routing information is exchanged, when and how routes are computed and so on. Some 

classifications are as follows: 

(a) Link state routing vs. distance vector routing 

(b) Pre-computed routing vs. on-demand routing  

(c) Periodical update vs. event-driven update 

(d) Flat structure vs. hierarchical structure 

(e) Decentralized computation vs. distributed computation 

(f) Source routing vs. hop-by-hop routing 

(g) Single path vs. multiple paths 

(h) Isolated routing vs. Distributed routing 
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Figure 1: MANET routing protocols classification based on design strategy 

(a) Link state routing (LSR) vs. distance vector routing (DVR) 

In Link state routing (LSR), routing information is flooded in the network by each router, in the 

form of link vectors. Any link change is flooded by the concerned routers into the entire 

network immediately. Every node can construct and maintain a global network topology when it 

receives this link vector from every other router and computes the length of its shortest path to 

each destination and stores this information - its routing table along with the identity of the 

neighbour which provides the first path in the shortest path. LSR leads to very high control 

overhead because the ideology of the Ad-Hoc Networks is very dynamic and every change in 

the link takes a flood in the network. 

In DVR [2], every node periodically exchanges distance vectors, containing its shortest path to 

every router in the network with its neighbors. When a node receives distance vectors from all 

its neighbors, it computes new routes (current shortest path) to every router and updates its 

distance vector. Every node reaches a remote destination via a neighbour who is acting as a 

forwarding node for that destination in is routing table. The problems with DVR are slow 

convergence in case of link faults in the tendency of creating routing loops. 

(b) Pre-computed routing vs. on-demand routing (Proactive vs. Reactive) 

Depending on when the route is computed, routing protocols can be divided into two categories: 

pre-computed routing and on-demand routing. Pre-computed routing is also called proactive 

routing or table-driven routing. In this approach, the routes to all destinations are computed a 

priori. In order to compute routes in advance, nodes need to store the entire or partial 

information about link states and network topology. In order to keep the information up to date, 

nodes need to update their information periodically or whenever the link state or network 

topology changes. The advantage of pre-computed routing is that when a source needs to send 

packets to a destination, the route is already available, i.e. there is no route discovery delay. The 

disadvantage is that some routes may never be used, although the dissemination of routing 

information consumes a lot of the scarce wireless network bandwidth and node battery power 

when the link state and network topology change fast (this is especially true in a wireless ad hoc 

network). The conventional LSR and DVR are examples of proactive routing. 

On-demand routing is also called reactive routing. In this method, the route to a destination may 

not exist in the routing table in advance and it is computed only when the route is needed. 
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Route discovery:  When a source needs to send packets to a destination, it first finds a route or 

several routes to the destination. This process is called route discovery.  

Route maintenance: After the route is discovered, the source transmits packets along the route. 

During the transmission of packets, the route may be broken because the node on the route 

move away or go down. The broken route needs to be rebuilt. The process of detecting route 

breakage and rebuilding the route is called route maintenance. The major advantage of on-

demand routing is that the precious bandwidth of wireless ad hoc networks is greatly saved 

because it limits the amount of bandwidth consumed in exchange of routing information by 

maintaining routes to only those destinations to which the routers need to forward data. On-

demand routing removes the need for disseminating routing information periodically. The 

primary problem with on-demand routing is the large latency at the beginning of the 

transmission caused by route discovery. 

Finally, the hybrid protocols try to combine the both Proactive and Reactive protocols and also 

take advantage of the recent availability at low cost of the Global Positioning System (GPS), for 

achieving improved performance through location dependent routing. Most of the proposed 

hybrid routing protocols for MANET are Zone-based routing protocol i.e., network is 

partitioned into various zones by each node and other group node are partitioned into clusters or 

trees. 

(c) Periodical update vs. event-driven update 

Periodical update protocols disseminate routing information periodically. Periodical updates 

will simplify protocols and maintain network stability, and most importantly, enable (new) 

nodes to learn about the topology and the state of the network. However if the period between 

updates is large, the protocol may not keep the information up-to-date. On the other hand, if the 

period is small, too many routing will be disseminated which would waste the precious 

bandwidth of a wireless network. 

In an event-driven update protocol, when events occur (such as when a link or a new link 

appears), an update packet will be broadcast and the up-to-date status can be disseminated over 

the network soon. The problem might be that if the topology of networks changes rapidly, a lot 

of update packets will be generated and disseminated over the network which will use up a lot 

of precious bandwidth, and furthermore, may cause too much fluctuation of routes. One solution 

is to use some threshold. 

Periodical update and event-driven update mechanisms can be used together, forming what is 

called a hybrid update mechanism. For example, in DSDV, a node broadcasts its distance-vector 

periodically. Moreover, whenever a node finds that a link is broken, it distributes a message 

immediately. 

(d) Flat structure vs. hierarchical structure 

In a flat structure, all nodes in a network are at the same level and have the routing functionality. 

Flat routing is simple and efficient for small networks. The problem is that when a network 

becomes large, the volume of routing information will be large and it will take a long time for 

routing information to arrive at remote nodes. 

For large networks, hierarchical (cluster-based) routing may be used to solve the above 

problems. In hierarchical routing, the nodes in the network are dynamically, organized into 

partitions called clusters, then the clusters are aggregated again into larger partitions called 
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super-clusters and so on. Organizing a network into clusters maintain a relatively stable network 

topology. The high dynamics of membership and network topology is limited within clusters. 

Only stable and high level information such as the cluster level or the super-cluster level will be 

propagated across a long distance, thus the control traffic (or routing overhead) may be largely 

reduced. Within a cluster, the nodes may have complete topology information about is cluster 

and proactive routing may be used. If the destination is in a different cluster from the source, 

inter-cluster routing must be used. Inter-cluster routing is generally reactive, or a combination of 

proactive and reactive routing. Similar to cellular structure in cellular systems, a hierarchical 

cluster is readily deployable to achieve some kind of resource reuse such as frequency reuse and 

code reuse and interference can be reduced when using different spreading codes across 

clusters. 

(e) Decentralized computation vs. distributed computation 

In a decentralized computation-based protocol, every node in the network maintains global and 

complete information about the network topology such that the node can compute the route to a 

destination itself when desired. The route computation in LSR is a typical example of 

decentralized computation. 

In a distributed computation-based protocol, every node in the network only maintains partial 

and local information about the network topology. When a route needs to be computed, many 

nodes collaborate to compute the route. The route computation in DVR and the route discovery 

in on-demand routing belong to this category. 

(f) Source routing vs. hop-by-hop routing 

Some routing protocols place the entire route (i.e., nodes in the route) in the Traders of data 

packets so that the intermediate nodes simply forward these packets according to the specified 

route in the header. Such a routing is called "source routing". Source routing has the advantage 

that intermediate nodes do not need to maintain up-to-date routing information in order to route 

the packets they forward, sauce the packets themselves already contain all the routing decisions. 

This fact, when coupled with on-demand route computation, eliminates the need for the periodic 

route and neighbor detection packets required in other kinds of protocols. The biggest problem 

with source routing is that when the network is large and the route is long, placing the entire 

route in the header of every packet will waste a lot of scarce bandwidth. 

In hop-by-hop routing, the route to a destination is distributed in the "next hop” of the nodes 

along the route. When a node receives a packet for a destination, it forwards the packet to the 

next hop corresponding to the destination. The problems are that all nodes need to maintain 

routing information and there may be a possibility of forming a routing loop. 

(g) Single path vs. multiple paths 

Some routing protocols will find a single route from a source to a destination, which results in 

simple protocol and saves storage. Other routing protocols will find multiple routes which have 

the advantages of easy recovery from a route failure thus making routing algorithm reliable and 

robust. Moreover, the source can not only select the best one among multiple available routes, 

but also distribute the load among them thus presenting possible congestion in the network.  

The routing technique of using multiple predetermined routes between two routers is called 

static multipath routing. In many networks, several paths exist between each pair of routers and 

some of these paths may be almost equally good. Under such circumstances, choice of multiple 
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paths, instead of a single path (usually, the shortest), offers two important advantages. First, 

delay performance of the network is improved by distributing the whole traffic among different 

paths as this reduces the load on each of the communication lines. Second, and more important, 

reliability of the network is considerably improved because of the availability one or more 

alternative routes to each destination. Static multipath routing is probably the only static routing 

that is used in practice. 

   (h) Isolated routing vs. Distributed routing 

Isolated routing is the simplest form of dynamic routing in which routing decisions are 

independently taken by each router, based solely on its own information; i.e., the router does not 

exchange routing information with either other routers or with an RCC, but tries to adapt to 

changes in topology and traffic, totally by itself.  

Distributed Routing adapts a compromise between the two extreme approaches adapted by the 

centralized routing (a fully global but centralized approach) and isolated routing (a purely local 

approach) by sharing the knowledge about the network gained by other routers. This makes 

Distributed Routing perform much better than the other two dynamic routing algorithms and, as 

a result, most of today’s routing algorithms are distributed in nature. 

 

2.2 Mostly used Routing Algorithms  

Broadly, the routing algorithm in MANET has been classified into three categories, viz. 

proactive or table-driven, reactive or on-demand and the hybrid. The dominant algorithm used 

in the wired network are proactive in nature but some of the features of a MANET make a 

reactive approach perform better under many situations. Because of this observation, hybrid 

approach is gaining in importance.  

In this section, most popular routing protocols for MANETs winch are primarily based on 

proactive / reactive approach. The first one is most well-known proactive protocol, the other two 

are reactive in nature and, additionally one of the reactive protocols employ source routing for 

MANET. 

2.2.1. Table-driven or Proactive protocols 

Proactive or table-driven protocols are based on one of the old techniques of routing. These 

protocols maintain route to all the nodes present in the network, all the time. To ensure the 

freshness of the routing tables, these protocols adopt different of mechanisms, e.g., sending the 

"hello" messages containing the address of transmitting node, at regular intervals. Some of the 

popular table-driven routing protocols (proactive) for MANETs are listed below: 

(a) Destination Sequence Distance Vector routing protocol (DSDV) 

(b) Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) 

(c) Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) 

(d) Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) 

(e) Fisheye State Routing protocol (FSR) 

(f) Global State Routing protocol (GSR) 

(g) Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding routing protocol (TBRBF) 

 

(a) The Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV)  

DSDV [9] is the most well-known pro-active routing scheme. It is based on the classical 

Distributed Asynchronous Bellman Ford (DBF) routing algorithm which has long been used in 

for wired networks. DSDV is a table driven routing algorithm and maintains routing tables 

containing route for each station present in the network. 
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DSDV uses the sequence number to keep the route fresh and to avoid the Loop. Each entry in 

the routing table must contain, destination id, destination number, the next hop for this 

destination. The sequence number is with each node, which increases monotonically. The 

information with sequence number is treated as fresh information. 

The nodes exchange routing updates whenever they detect a change in topology. Two types of 

updates are used in DSDV, namely, full dumped and incremental update. In case of full updates, 

the complete routing table is sent out and in case of an incremental or partial updates only the 

changes since full dump are out. When the network is relatively stable, incremental updates are 

sent to avoid extra traffic and full dumps are relatively infrequent. In a fast-changing network, 

incremental packets can grow big so full dumps will be more frequent. 

DSDV is well suited for the less dynamic and small networks. When the mobility increases the 

packet delivery ratio decreases very rapidly. 

(b) Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) 

The WRP protocol [10] also guarantees loops freedom and it avoids temporary routing loops by 

using the predecessor information. However, four routing tables is required in each node in 

WRP protocol. This presents a significant amount of memory overhead at every node as the 

network size increases. Another disadvantage of WRP is that it ensures connectivity through the 

use of hello message. 

(c) Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) 

A cluster-based routing protocol is the most popular hierarchical routing strategy. It uses a 

particular clustering algorithm for election of cluster head in which mobile nodes are grouped 

into clusters by geographic vicinity. Cluster heads look into all responsibility on behalf of the 

cluster for membership management and routing functions. Cluster head Gateway Switch 

Routing (CGSR) [11] is an example of a cluster-based MANET routing protocol. The 

Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) protocol [12] also supports a multi-level cluster arrangement. 

The CGSR protocol differs from the previous protocol in the type of addressing and network 

group structure employed. Instead of a “flat” network, CGSR is based on a clustered multihop 

mobile wireless network with several heuristic routing structures.  

(d) Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) 

OLSR [13] is a point-to-point routing protocol based on the traditional LSR algorithm. In this 

scheme, every node maintains topology information about the network periodically replacing 

link-state messages. The originality of OLSR is that it minimizes the size of each control 

message and the number of rebroadcasting nodes during each route update by employing 

multipoint replaying (MPR) approach. During each topology update, each node in the particular 

network selects a set of intermediate/neighbouring nodes to retransmit/forward its own packets. 

This set of nodes is termed the multipoint relays of that node. Any node which is not in the set 

can read and process each packet but do not retransmit. To select the MPRs, each node 

periodically broadcasts a list of its one hop neighbours using hello messages from the list of 

nodes in the network. 

(e) Fisheye State Routing protocol (FSR) 

FSR [14] decreases the size of the update messages in GSR by updating the network 

information neighbour nodes at a higher frequency than for the isolated nodes, which lie outside 

the fisheye scope. This makes FSR more scalable to dense networks than the protocols 

described. However, scalability originates at the price of reduced accuracy. This is because as 

mobility growths the routes to remote destination become less accurate. This can be overcome 

by making the frequency at which updates are sent to remote destinations proportionate to the 

level of mobility. 
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(f) Global State Routing protocol (GSR) 

The GSR protocol [15] is based on the traditional LSR algorithm. However, GSR has upgraded 

the way information is disseminated in LSR algorithm by restricting the update messages 

between intermediate nodes. In GSR, every node maintains a link state table (LST) based on the 

up-to-date information received from neighbouring nodes, and periodically interchanges its link 

state information with neighbouring nodes. However, the size of update messages is relatively 

dense, and as the size of the network increases they will get even larger. Therefore, a substantial 

amount of bandwidth is consumed by these update messages. 

(g) Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding routing protocol 

(TBRBF)  

TBRPF [5] protocols is based on link-state based routing protocol, which implements hop-by-

hop routing scheme. Reverse-path forwarding (RPF) is used to propagate its update packets 

information in the opposite direction along the spanning tree, which is made up of the 

minimum-hop path from the nodes leading to the source of the update message. In this routing 

approach, every node computes a source tree, by providing a path to all reachable destinations 

by applying a modified version of Dijkstra�s algorithm (MDA) on the partial topology 

information stored in their topology table. In TBRPF, every node minimizes overhead by 

reporting only part of their source tree to their neighbours not all the nodes. The reportable part 

of each source tree is interchanged with neighbouring nodes periodically along with hello 

messages.  

2.2.2. On-demand or Reactive routing protocols 

The reactive routing protocols discover the route(s) to destination(s) only when it is needed. 

When a node requires a route to destination, it initiates route discovery process within the 

network. After getting some routes to the destination, the best among them is selected and used 

for forwarding the packets to the destination. Once a route is discovered, it is maintained by 

route maintenance procedure until either destination becomes inaccessible along every path 

from source or the route is no longer desired. Below is the list of some Reactive ad-hoc routing 

protocols. 

(a) Ant-based Routing Algorithm for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (ARA).  

(b) Associativity-Based Routing protocol (ABR)  

(c) Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector routing protocol (AODV)  

(d) Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) 

 

(a) Ant-based Routing Algorithm for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (ARA). 

This protocol is based on swarm intelligence and ant colony based Meta heuristic search. ARA 

[16] for ad hoc network attempt to reduce routing overheads by adopting the food searching 

techniques (FST) of ants. During ants search for food they start from their nest and walk in the 

direction of the food, while leaving behind a transient trail called pheromone. This directed the 

path that has been taken by the ant and allows rests to follow, until the pheromone disappears. 

Similar to AODV and DSR, ARA is also made up of two phases: 

• Route discovery   

• Route maintenance  

Route discovery:   

During route discovery forwarding ANT (FANT) is broadcast through the network (like a 

RREQ). At each hop, each node calculates total pheromone value depending on how many 

number of hops the FANT has taken to reach them. The nodes then forward the FANT to their 

neighbours. Once the destination is reached, it creates a Backward ANT (BANT), and returns it 
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to the source. When the source receives the BANT from the destination node, a path is 

determined and data packet propagation begins.  

Route maintenance:  For maintaining each route, each time a data packet travels between 

forwarding nodes the pheromone value is increased. Otherwise the pheromone value is 

decreased overtime until it expires. Making a broken link, the nodes check their routing table, if 

no route is found they inform their intermediate neighbours for a substitute route. If the 

neighbours do have a route they inform their neighbours by backtracking. If the source node is 

reached and no route is found, a new route discovery process is initiated.  

Advantages: The advantage of these techniques is that the size of each FANT and BANT is 

tiny, which means the amount of overhead per control packet introduced in the network is 

minimized. However, flooding is used for route discovery, which means that the protocol may 

have scalability problems as the number of nodes and flows in the network grows. 

(b) Associativity-Based Routing protocol (ABR) 

ABR [17] protocol defines a new type of routing metric “degree of association stability” for 

MANETs. In this routing protocol, a selection of route is based on the degree of association 

stability of mobile nodes. Each node periodically generates beacon to broadcast its presence. 

Upon receiving the beacon message, a neighbor node updates its own associativity table. For 

each beacon received, the associativity tick of the receiving node with the beaconing node is 

increased. A high value of associativity tick for any particular beaconing node means that the 

node is relatively static. When any neighboring node moves out of the neighborhood then 

associativity tick is reset. 

(c) Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV) 

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV) [18] is another reactive routing 

protocol, uses sequence number to avoid looping and maintains fresh routes to the destinations. 

This algorithm also consists of two phases, route discovery route maintenance. 

Route discovery: If the route to the destination is not available in the routing table, a RREQ 

(Route Request) packet is broadcast throughout the MANET with a search ring technique. 

When a node receives this RREQ, the node creates a reverse routing entry towards the 

originator of RREQ, which is used to forward replies later. The destination or the intermediate 

node, which has a valid route towards the destination, answers with a RREP (Route Reply) 

unicast packet. On receipt of the RREP the reverse routing entry towards the originator of 

RREP is also created, the processing of RREQ. A precursor list is maintained to notify upstream 

s about the link failure of the downstream neighbour for a particular destination. 

Route maintenance: Every node along an active route periodically broadcasts messages to its 

neighbours. If the node does not receive a HELLO message or data packet from a neighbour for 

a while, the link between itself and the neighbour is to be broken. RERR (Route Error) packet is 

sent to the neighbours in the list associated with the routing entry to inform them of the link 

failure. AODV gives all round good performance in small and medium size networks. 

It is interesting to note that most of the successful and popular routing protocols like DSDV, 

AODV, ADV etc. used in MANETs are based on the fundamental principle of distance vector 

routing (DVR), which in turn, derived from the well-known Distributed Asynchronous Bellman 

Ford Algorithm (DABFA).  

(d) Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR) 

DSR is a source routing protocol and behaves in a reactive manner for discovering the route to a 

destination. It does not maintain the routing table like other routing protocols. DSR has a route 

cache, where complete path (list of all intermediate nodes) to the destination is kept. The basic 

procedure of DSR is divided two phases: 
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Route discovery: If the source route entry towards a destination is not present in the route 

cache, a Route Request packet is broadcast throughout the MANET. Every receiving node, if it 

has the route to the requested destination, adds its id in the list in the request packet's header. 

When the destination receives the packet, it also discovers the route to reach the source in the 

similar way. 

Route maintenance: Unlike the proactive routing protocols and the AODV, no HELLO 

message is sent in the DSR. Every node along the path is responsible for checking the validity 

of the downstream link connecting itself and the next hop in the source route, which could be 

detected by its MAC layer. If link breakage is found, the source of the route will be notified 

with a Route Error packet. The source then re-initiates a route discovery procedure. 

Route cache is very helpful in reducing the control overhead in DSR. Gratuitous reply, multi-

paths and packet salvaging are the features which takes help from cache. During route discovery 

phase, if the intermediate node has the route towards the destination in its routing cache, it can 

answer with a route reply packet and send a gratuitous route reply about the source to the 

destination at the same time. Multiple paths are available by the route discovery process. When 

an intermediate node detects the downstream link breakage when forwarding a data packet, but 

it has another source route in its routing cache towards the same destination, it forwards the 

packet along the new route, which is called packet salvaging. DSR is suited for the small to 

medium size networks, where the number of nodes is up to 200. Control overhead increases 

with the increase in number of nodes in between the source and destination, because it contains 

the full path in the packet. 

Protocols Route/Method Computation Structure Number of 

Paths 

Update period Stored Information 

LSR Proactive/Flooding 

(itself) 

Flat Single or 

multiple 

Hybrid Entire topology 

DVR Proactive/distributed/Broadca

st 

Flat Single Periodical Distance-vector 

DSDV Proactive/ Broadcast Flat Single Hybrid Distance-vector 

WRP Proactive/ Broadcast Flat Single Hybrid Distance/routing/link-cost 

tables, MRL 

CGSR Proactive/ Broadcast Heirarchy Single Periodical Cluster member table, 
Distance Vector 

OLSR Proactive/ Flooding Heirarchy Single Periodical Neighbour, Topology, 

Routing tables 

GSR Proactive/ Broadcast Flat Single or 

multiple 

Periodical Entire topology 

FSR Proactive/ Broadcast Heirarchy Single or 

multiple 

Periodicals Entire topology 

TBRBF Proactive/ Broadcast Flat Single but 

may 

multiple 

Event-driven Neighbour/Topology/Rout

ing table 

ARA Reactive/on-demand/ 
Flooding 

Heirarchy multiple Event-driven Alternate 
route/backtrack/neighbour 

ABR Reactive/ Broadcast Heirarchy Single Periodicals Strongest 

associativity/routing 
table/neighbor 

AODV Reactive/ Unicast Flat multiple Event-driven Next hop for desired 

destination 

DSR Reactive/ Unicast Flat multiple Event-driven Full path (From source to 
Destination) 

ZRP Proactive/ Reactive(hybrid)/ 

Broadcast 

Flat Single or 

multiple 

Periodical Local (within zone), 

topology 

ZHLS Proactive/ Reactive(hybrid)/ 
Broadcast 

Heirarchy Single/multi
ple 

Periodical 
/Event-driven 

Location request/shortest 
path 

HSR Proactive/ Reactive(hybrid) Heirarchy Single or 

multiple 

Periodical Routing tables 

 

Table 2: Comparison of MANET Routing Protocols 
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2.3.  DVR based Routing protocols in MANETs 

DVR is a simple, elegant and widely used as the Internet Gateway Protocol (IGP) and 

Extended Gateway Protocol (EGP) [3] in the Global Internet as well as in the private Internets 

in the form of Routing Information Protocol (RIP)[2,3], RIP-2 and Boarder Gateway Protocol 

(BGP)[2,3]. The Distance Vector Routing Algorithm (DVRA) is a dynamic, distributed, 

asynchronous and iterative routing protocol where the routing tables are continuously updated 

with the information received from the neighbouring routers [2], [19]. 

 As a distributed dynamic routing algorithm which is expected to adapt to changes in 

topology and traffic. The existing DVRA, though simple and conceptually elegant, suffers from 

some well-known problems like Count-to-Infirmity (CTI), slow convenience, looping, frequent 

route oscillation. Out of all these, the CTI is more vulnerable, which actually, made practical 

DVR out of race. 

Though good amount of research has been done in the past towards the improvement of 

the basic DVRA [20], none of the proposed techniques like Hold-Down, Split Horizon and 

Poison Reverse have been able to satisfactory solve the problems in the DVRA. 

DVRA is used in routing protocols similar to IGRP [20], ISO and Novell IPX due to its 

simplicity, elegance and flexibility. 

 We have investigated a modified DVRA (MDVRA), which uses a host of novel 

techniques to remove all the weaknesses, particularly the CTIP, inherent to the existing DVRA. 

Additionally, the goal is to augment the existing capabilities of the DVRA so as to make it 

efficient, robust, fully dynamic and fully fit to the environment of the MANET primarily and 

WSN in the extended phase. 

2.3.1. Weakness of DVRA 

There are some weaknesses of the asynchronous DVRA are as follows: 

• Count-To-Infinity (CTI) Problem 

• Slow Convergence Problem 

• Oscillation Problem 

 

2.3.1a. Count-To-Infinity (CTI) Problem 

The DVRA cannot perform fine if there are topological changes in the internetwork. 

DVRA suffers from CTI problem due to link or router failure or due to unending routing loops. 

The CTI caused by routing loops involving more than two routers are providing in [21]. 

2.3.1b   Slow Convergence Problem 

When there is growth in terms of cost of any link or there is a failure in the link between 

two corresponding neighboring nodes in an internetwork, then it considered as worst case or 

requires unnecessary number of iterations to terminate. 

2.3.1 c Oscillation Problem 

Besides  CTI  and slow convergence the another important problem of the DVR or 

compatible shortest path routing protocols is that because of the need to always use the shortest 

path, there may be frequent switching of routes caused by even small increase or decrease in the 

link costs. This frequent route switching gives rise to instability in routing and this problem is 

known as the route oscillation problem [18]. If two paths to a destination have delays which are 

marginally different, then the choice of the lower delay path as the shortest path invites more 

traffic on this path so that it ceases to be the shortest path in no time and, as a result, the other 
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path becomes shorter than this path. As a consequence, more traffic now flows through the 

second path, thus increasing its delay and makes it lose the status of the shortest path to the 

original shortest path. The route oscillation problem degrades overall performance of a network 

and hence some mechanism is needed to dampen the oscillation, i.e., to reduce the frequency of 

route switching. It should be noted in this context that if hop count is used as the metric in the 

DVR, then the route oscillation problem does not arise at all because the traffic changes which 

cause changes in the link delays are ignored. 

2.4 Key modification of MDVRA 

There are some key modification ideas from the MDVRA [7] [8] have been developed 

in the design of the MDVRMANET. How these special neighbours are identified, primarily by 

using the DVRTs and how they are used towards making the MDVRA efficient and practical 

routing algorithm with fast convergence and no CTI problem. The first essential modification 

requires that each entry in the DV Tables (DVT), periodically exchanged between the 

neighbours in a DVRA, should include the next-hop identity for the route. This information is 

not included in the DVTs in the DVRA but is contained in every router’s own DVR Table 

(DVRT). The second modification requires a router to perform in a more intelligent and 

proactive manner in trying to determine the alternative shortest path following a link failure. 

Final modification requires each router to identify some of its neighbours as special neighbours 

and use them for avoiding routing loops and/or achieving a very reliable and efficient node-to 

node communication. The concept of the special neighbours and the benefits a node derives 

from each of them. 

                                   Rk 

                                    

 

             Rl 

                         

 

               Rj         

                                                                                                                Ri 

 

 

 

                       Rm 

 

        Rn 

Figure 2: An Example network graph for illustrating concepts of some special neighbours. 

(a) Forwarding Neighbour (FN): If a router Rj presently reaches a non-neighbour or remote 

destination Ri via its neighbour Rk (because Rk provides Rj with the current shortest path to 

reach Ri), then Rk is the FN of Rj for reaching Ri. In Figure 2, Rj is the FN of Rk, Rl and Rm (but 

not of Rn) for reaching Ri. In the MDVRA, we make an explicit distinction between a NH 

neighbour and a FN. Since a neighbour is always reached directly, i.e., never via another 

neighbour, each neighbour in the MDVRA is always its NH neighbour. But a neighbour is a FN 

only when it is used to forward packets to a remote or non-neighbour destination. Thus, in the 
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MDVRA, all neighbours are the NH neighbours for reaching themselves but all of them may 

not be FNs. 

(b) Dependent Neighbour (DN): If a router Rk presently reaches a destination Ri via its 

neighbour Rj, i.e., if Rk depends on Rj for reaching Ri, then Rk is a Dependent Neighbour (DN) 

of Rj for reaching Ri. The routers Rk, Rl, and Rm, but not Rn, in Figure 2 are all DNs of Rj for 

reaching the destination Ri. Awareness about its DN(s) for each destination is extremely 

important to the router y because of two reasons. First, a DN x can never provide it with a 

shorter path to reach z so that the advertisements of the DN x for the destination z should just be 

ignored. Second, if y ever loses its present path (route) to z and looks for the shortest path to 

reach z, choosing the DN x as the next-hop must be avoided because that will create a routing 

loop between x and y. 

(c) Co-Neighbour (CN): If three routers Rj, Rk and Rl, form a triangle in a network graph, then 

any two of the three routers are mutual CNs of each other for the third one, e.g., in Figure 2, Rk 

is a CN of Rj for Rl, Rl is a CN of Rj for Rk, Rj is a CN of Rk for Rl, and so on. Again for the 

router Rj, Rk has no CN, Rl has one CN, namely, Rm, Rm has two CNs, namely, Rl and Rn, Rn has 

two CNs, namely, Rm and Ri and, finally, Ri has one CN, namely, Rn. 

(d) Co-Dependent Neighbour (CDN): If routers Rk and Rl are CNs of each other (i.e. mutual 

CNs) for the router Rj and, additionally, both Rk and Rl are also DNs of Rj for reaching a 

common destination Ri, i.e., Rj is their common FN for reaching Ri, then Rk and Rl are CDNs of 

Rj for the destination Ri. In accordance with the arrows shown in Figure 2, Rl and Rm are CDNs 

of Rj for reaching Ri. Incidentally, it may be noted that Rn would also have become, along with 

Rl and Rm, a CDN of Rj for reaching Ri, had the link Rn,Ri been absent. 

(e) Single-Connected Neighbour (SCN), Pendant Neighbour (PN), Sole Neighbour (SN) 

and Lost Destination (LD): If y is the only neighbour of x, then y is the SN of x and x is a PN 

of y. A node in the network graph having a degree 1, i.e., a router which is connected only to a 

single router, is called a Single-Connected Neighbour (SCN) of the sole router to which it is 

connected.  The sole router recognizes its SCN as a Pendant Node (PN) in the network. The 

router Rk in Figure 2 is a SCN of Rj and a PN in the network graph. It is obvious that a PN can 

only be a DN but never a FN. In case a SN loses communication with its PN, it views the PN as 

a LD, does not look for an alternative route to reach it (till its direct communication with the PN 

is re-established) and informs all other neighbours about this LD having become unreachable. 

This ensures that no more packets is generated for or forwarded to the LD by any router. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 3. A Sample Network to be used in discussing the special neighbours of router F 
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A DVRT has N entries one corresponding to each known router in the N-node network. Each 

entry has 3 fields, namely, the identity of a destination router, the estimated distance (metric) of 

this router and, finally, the identity of the next-hop (NH) router, i.e., the FN in case of any 

remote router, for reaching that destination. In this paper we shall normally consider delay as 

the metric since the MDVRA is expected to be fully adaptive, i.e., adaptive in respect of both 

topology and traffic. The short-form notations DESTi, DISTi and NHi will represent the values 

in the three fields of the i-th entry, i=1, 2, 3, …………, N in the DVRT of each router. The 

DVRT of the router Rj will be denoted by DVRTF. It should be reiterated that the NHi field will 

identify either the destination itself or the FN, depending upon the DESTi being a neighbour or a 

non-neighbour. 

DEST DIST NH 

C DFC C 

E DFE E 

G DFG G 

D DFD D 

H DFH H 

I DFI D 

A DFA C 

B DFB C 

J DFJ H 

 

Table 1: Routing Table of Router F (DVRTF) 

Notations used in example sample network graph, routing table are DEST: Destination, DIST: 

Distance, NH: Next-hop router, DFC: distance between neighbor RF and destination RC., FN: 

Forwarding Neighbour, CN: Co-Neighbour, CDN: Co-Dependent Neighbour, SCN: Single 

Connected Neighbour, PN: Pendant Node, LD: Lost Destination, DVRTF : Distance Vector 

Routing Table of node F, NBbr: Neighbour, N: Total no. of router entries in DVRTF i.e., total 

no. of nodes in the network, NF: Total no. of neighbours of F, NTF: Neighbouring Table of node 

F. 

In order to build and update its DVRT and the DVT, each router employs the Distributed 

Asynchronous Bellman-ford Algorithm (DABFA) [22]. In the DABFA, a node Rj contained 

within a N-node weighted graph, having time varying weights, indefinitely executes the 

iteration given in Equation 1 for determining its current shortest distance Dji to node Ri. 

Dji =   mid[djk + Dki]    ∀    (Rj, Ri, Rk) Є SN, i ≠ j; ∀  Rk Є Snj ;……....… 1(a); 

Djj=0                         ∀  Rj Є SN;     ............……..…………….………. 1(b); 

Where SN and Snj are, respectively, the set of all nodes in the network and the set of all 

neighbouring nodes of Rj, djk is the current distance of Rj to its neighbour Rk and Dki is the 

distance of Rk to a remote (i.e., non-neighbour) destination Ri that was last reported by Rk to Rj. 

Rj executes the iteration in Equation 1 during all updates Periodic Update (PU) and triggered 

update (TU) and, accordingly, modifies its DVRT DVRTj and the DVT DVTj, the entry in the 

DVRTj and the DVTj, corresponding to destination Ri, is (Ri, Rl, Dji) and (Ri, Dji) respectively, 

if the current shortest path from Rj to Ri is via the neighbour Rl, i.e., if  
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  Dji = Dji/l = djl + Dli    ∀   (Rj, Rl, Rk, Ri) Є SN;  ∀  (Rl, Rk) Є Snj ; ….…..2(a); 

and  Dji/l ≤ Dji/k, k ≠ l      ……………………………………….……………….2(b); 

where the notation Dji/l denotes the distance of Rj to Ri via neighbour Rl. 

NBr SCN FN CN DN CDN PN 

C 0 A,B E,D A,B A,B 0 

E 0 C C C 0 0 

G 1 0 0 0 0 F 

D 0 C C C 0 0 

H 0 F 0 F 0 0 

 

Table 2: Neighbour Table of Router F (NTF) 

For example, In Figure 3, router F creates its own neighbour-related tables like Neighbour Table 

(NTF), for keeping track and utilizing its special neighbours (SCN, FN, CN, CDN, DN, SN, PN)  

i.e DVRTF as shown in Table 1 and in Table 2. 

 

2.5 Identification and Use of the Neighbourhood  

A router in the MDVRA always remains well-aware about its current neighbourhood so as to be 

able to use all the information that may be collected through them. This specially requires the 

router to identify its various special neighbours, namely, FN, DN, CN, CDN, SCN, PN, SN, LD. 

Based on the above method of identifying and utilizing each of these special types of 

neighbours, to meet the two major challenges in designing routing algorithms for MANET, 

specifically, highly dynamic changes in the MANET topology and the need to preserve battery 

power, a novel idea of neighbourhood monitoring has been employed. It was identified that 

DVR is based on a neighbour-exchange algorithm; a proactive approach to dealing with 

neighbours is much more desirable in a MANET than reacting to the discovery gains of 

neighbours after they actually occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Interrelationship between different types special neighbours 
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2.6 Neighbour Notification (NN) and DVRT Packets: Periodic Interchange  

DVRT periodically updates  to enable each router, in an energy-aware manner, to both monitor 

its neighbours , the periodic DVRT exchange process in the DVRA has been divided in 

MDVRMANET into two separate exchanges, namely, more frequent exchange of Neighbour 

Notification (NN) packets and less frequent exchange of regular DVRT packets. Through the 

short NN packets, a node broadcasts to all neighbours its transmitted power as well as the list of 

its current RNs.  DVRT packet contains all the information hold in an NN packet; it effectively 

replaces an NN packet. That is, during every 15-second- neighbour exchange cycle, each router 

synchronously sends and asynchronously receives from each neighbour 4 consecutive NN 

packets monitored by a DVRT packet. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented  a review of the intrinsic problems of routing in MANETs and other such 

Ad Hoc Networks similar to wireless sensor networks (WSN), Vehicle Ad hoc Networks 

(VANET), etc are primarily because of the random topology changes mobility of the nodes, , 

power constrain, limited bandwidth, asymmetric links, frequent link breakage due to random 

addition and deletion of nodes,  for which, many routing protocols already proposed and/or in 

research, have not found stable and thus providing enough scope of improvement through 

research and investigations. The design or invention of new protocols is not find suitable 

solution until it is simple, elegant but robust in nature. In this paper, description of various 

routing schemes proposed for MANETs and classification of these schemes based on routing 

approach are provided with varying performance under various conditions.  

This paper presented a DVR-based routing algorithm for MANETs because of its neighbour 

exchange based routing technique, through which a route can see its whole world only through a 

neighbour, and hence, need not to keep track of the whole network and thus reducing the burden 

of bandwidth and battery supply and alike overheads. This paper presented a of most recent 

DVR based routing protocols for MANETs and identified possible identification and use of the 

Special Neighbours (SN) and  Neighbour  Notification (NN) Neighbour Table (NT) and DVRT 

packets periodic exchange policy. 
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